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HOW DO YOUR NUMBERS LINE UP?

putting a bow on
your car count
now that we have your attention, here are ways to stabilize car count.
by Chris “Chubby” Frederick | Contributor

In our

world of the automotive
repair
industry, we have
two constant moving targets: car
count and staffing. Maintaining

these targets usually costs a lot of
time and money. There is a process
that won’t cost you a nickel; however, it will take great leadership to
implement it into your daily routine.

Basically, it will be a way to put a
bow on your service. And just like
tying a bow on a present, it might
not cost a lot, but it will take some
time to finish.
Let’s listen to Bryan Stasch, the
director of client fulfillment at ATI, as
he explains the entire step-by-step
process. Stasch oversees our coaching and training staff, which works
with 1,167 shop owners every week
implementing this process. Here are
this thoughts on tying the bow on
your business.

Taking a Brief Look at
Shop Staffing
Staffing, recruiting and hiring all are
about having the right processes.
You need a process for recruiting and
attracting people, a testing process
to see that they have the right skills
for the role you are looking to fill, a
process to see that you select the
right person for the role and for your
team and an orientation and training
process to see that they get off to a
good start. We will address al of that
in an upcoming article.
But like staffing, building and
maintaining car count requires the
right processes. Unfortunately, not
only is marketing a constant moving
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“Are prospective customers more interested in what we do or WHY
we do it? WHY and profit is a shallow aspiration! Remember why you
decided to start your business?”
Chris “Chubby” Frederick [CEO of ATI]
target, it is only going to get harder
and harder to get the cars you need
each week to create the sales you
need to be profitable.
Most people, when they look at
marketing, think about two types:
acquisition and retention. Both are
necessary evils. But add two more
categories – cheap but not easy,
and easy but not cheap. Acquisition
usually falls under the easy but not
cheap category.
Most shops usually pay someone
to send some type of direct mail
piece to either a zip code or a carrier route to hit a large number of
potential customers, with a very low
response rate. And at ATI, what we
are seeing today is about 0.5 percent
to 1 percent return.
Now I am not saying that this is
a bad approach, or a bad vendor, it
just is what it is, unfortunately. Two
things determine the response rate:
top of mind awareness and in-market. Top of mind awareness refers
to the question of whether your customers are thinking about car repair.
In-market refers to whether they currently need the services you’re promoting. This direct mail method is
somewhat expensive, but easy. The
vendor does it for you.

Another Option
Then you have retention marketing, which is less expensive, due

to smaller numbers being sent, and
bigger response rates because these
people already know you. At ATI, we
are seeing response rates as high as
20 percent or better on retention
marketing plans.
But also think about this: If you
educate your customers on maintenance schedules and maintenance
services, you create the top of mind
awareness. And if you follow my lead
in this article, then you can create
the in-market.
The best thing about most retention marketing is that it goes in the
cheap but not easy category. That
means it typically has little cost but
does require manpower and time to
make it happen. Along with that goes
the right attitude and the “want-to”
at your front counter. Attitude and
want-to are key to making retention
marketing work.
At ATI, we have several of these
processes that are cheap but require
some work (not easy). I’m talking
processes like these:
• Referral programs
• Key chains (probably not what
you are thinking of right now)
• And exit scheduling

Exit Scheduling is Cheap
but not Easy
Exit scheduling is the process that
I want to narrow in on. When you
finalize your repair order and you are

Did you know?
You can now register for ATI’s life-changing one-day
workshops online! Don’t miss our brand new bootcamp,
“Diagnose Your Business Like a Pro,”
coming to a city near you! To register, just go
to http://www.autotraining.net/bootcamp.
As an exclusive offer for MotorAge
readers, use coupon code “GPDLift”
for INSTANT savings on your ticket!

ready to say good-bye to your customer for now, set the next service
appointment before they leave. This
is creating the in-market as I mentioned earlier.
This process saved the dental
industry. And if you think about it,
we are a lot like the dentist: because
of fluoride in drinking water, cavities
are fewer in number today than ever
before, and similarly in our industry,
cars are built better today as well.
And your customers have no idea of
how much pain they will be in without proper maintenance until we tell
them. See what I mean?

So What is the Process
We Should Follow?
First, utilizing the management system or basic math, tell your customers that based on mileage and time,
their vehicle will be ready for its next
service on (day and time).
Second, educate the customer about
the next service due and why it is necessary. Do not forget the benefits of
the service and the benefits of setting an appointment now. This works
great for maintenance schedules and
your shop’s maintenance dance.
T hi rd , w r it e t h e da t e o n a n
appointment card and give it to the
customer. Also, if using Outlook or
something similar, send an electronic
reminder to the customer’s phone.
You gotta love technology today.
Fourth, let them know that it is OK
if they don’t know what their schedule looks like because you will be
calling or emailing a week or two in
advance just to confirm.
Fifth, follow up on the reminder
call or email.
And sixth, have some type of
reward for the customer when they
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GET THE BITE
WITHOUT THE BARK

RESTORE BRAKING
PERFORMANCE
Semi-Metallic and NAO Formulations
Long-lasting Durability

REDUCED VIBRATION
Premium Shims and Backing Plate
Exact and Secure Fit

SMOOTH RIDE
Slots and Chamfers
OE or Better

ENGINEERED TO RESTORE
FACTORY PERFORMANCE
Every time you’re AT THE WHEEL…
Raybestos® brand Professional Grade®
OE-MATCHED disc brake pads provide
first-to-market coverage and industryleading foreign nameplate SKUs.
Premium shims dampen noise… and OE
or better slots and chamfers deliver a
smooth, quiet ride.
Visit Raybestos.com or call 800-323-0354
for more information.
A MEMBER OF THE AFFINIA FAMILY OF BRANDS: AIMCO, MCQUAY-NORRIS, FILTRON, NAKATA, RAYBESTOS, WIX.
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return. This is also a
today most shops need
key to success, but
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at ATI in blogs
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even from your state
this exit scheduling prolottery, and that can be
cess with 50 customers this
opened only by the service
week? And what if only 25 set
advisor when the customer
the appointment? And only 12 show
shows up for that appointment.
up? That’s 12 cars more than the
It is this simple.
number that may have come in all
This exit scheduling is a freebie,
by themselves. Twelve cars at, say
and I can’t say it enough: the profor example, a $350 ARO is $4,200 in
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sales for the week.
definitely the right want-to. Some
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into it. That leads me to my next
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want-to to follow through and implement this in your shop?
Tips to Consider
If you would like to receive a copy
Maybe use the word “reservation,”
of the ATI Exit Scheduling Procedure
not “appointment.” What types of
Checklist for Service Advisor and
things do you set appointments for?
Managers, go to our website at
You are probably thinking about
www.ationlinetraining.com/2012-10.
pain. What types of things do you
This will give your associates the
have reservations for? You are probexact do’s and don’ts to make this
ably thinking about pleasure.
freebie stabilize your car count,
Focus on the customer’s schedule,
increase your profits, keep you from
not your own; make it sound like a
losing to the competition and help
benefit. For example, “Mrs. Smith, I
you stay the most professional shop
see that you like to get in early, and
in your area.
to see that we can do that for you,
how about we set your next service
at 8 a.m.?”
Then have the technicians get the
Chris “Chubby”
mileage and next service for the serFrederick
vice writers.
Contributor
You also should deliver constant
customer education on the value of
scheduled maintenance.
Chris “Chubby” Frederick is the CEO and founder of ATI,
Maybe start with a suggested day
the Automotive Training Institute, located at BWI Airport
or week for a follow-up. Then you can
in Maryland. ATI’s 98 associates train and coach over
1,100 shops every week across North America to drive
set up the exact day and time on the
profits and dreams home to their families. This month’s
follow-up call.
article was written with the help of Bryan Stasch, the
Use rewards such as mystery
director of client fulfillment at ATI. Stasch oversees the
envelopes or similar if they keep the
entire training and coaching staff at ATI, along with findappointment.
ing time to teach shop owners himself.
And it’s OK that it may take a few
E -mail Chubby at
visits to get the customer trained.
cfrederick@autotraining.net
The important thing is to just get
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